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a b s t r a c t
Embedded systems are widely used in several applications nowadays. As they integrate
hard- and software elements, their functionality and reliability are often tested by
hardware-in-the-loop methods, in which the system under test runs in a simulated
environment. Due to the rising complexity of the embedded functions, performance
limitations and practicability reasons, the simulations are often specialized to test
specific aspects of the embedded system and develop a high diversity by themselves.
This diversity is difficult to manage for a user and results in erroneously selected
test components and compatibility problems in the test configuration. This paper
presents a generative programming approach that handles the diversity of test libraries.
Compatibility issues are explicitly evaluated by a new interface concept. Furthermore, a
novel model analyzer facilitates the efficient application in practice by migrating existing
libraries. The approach is evaluated for an example from the automotive domain using
MATLAB/Simulink.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Embedded systems become a prevailing element in daily life. They dominatemobile communication and perform control
tasks in most automation domains such as in buildings and automotive. The complexity and diversity of implementations
steadily increase with new features added to the already complex control tasks like ABS (anti-lock braking system) or ESC
(electronic stability control). The challenge of the engineering process is to ensure the reliability and safety of the embedded
systems. Especially in the automotive domain, safety guarantees are crucial for all future x-by-wire technologies.
To increase and guarantee high safety and reliability, test-driven development approaches are common in the automotive
domain, where the embedded systems are repeatedly tested during their development process beginning with test-
based specification, software development, and implementation on hardware. Most of these tests run within a simulated
automotive environment, as the vehicle and its hardware are unavailable in early stages of development or tests are too
risky. In these so-called hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test methods the system under test (the embedded system in this case)
is connected to a simulated environment. HIL methods are common in the automotive domain [1]. For example, in [2]
they are used to test controllers in their reaction to injected faults and [3] gives an example of testing an anti-lock brake
system.
Vehicles are very complex physical systems and the simulation models even of simple subsystems already become
large, complex, and computation-intensive to simulate. To increase the simulation performance, the designers use different
simulation models that are tailored to the individual test case and function of interest. This results in a high variety of
simulation models of the equipment and the environment in different conditions and levels of detail.
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The simulation models are often built of components. This simplifies and speeds up the development process. The
reusability of components is only one reason for that. All simulation models and components are stored in a component
library, but these libraries often develop a library scaling problem [4], as each feature added to a family of simulation models
results in multiple copies of these models. This explosion of objects bothers the designer, who has to select the correct
simulation model or component out of many variants that provides the correct interfaces and properties for the system to
test. As a result, he spends much time on searching and often, if he does not find the correct model, he recreates model
variants or uses wrong ones that are incompatible to the system under test or do unwanted tests. Especially with the
increasing complexity of models and number of interfaces, this compatibility problem intensifies and creates not only costs
but also counteracts the aim to increase reliability and safety.
Generative programming can solve these design problems by aggregating variants of the same simulation model or
component in one parameterizable component. The user specifies the individual realization, which is then generated due
to his demands. This solution is comparable to a monolithic, parameterizable component, but they contain much unused,
specialized code, which causes a problem for the resource limited real-time hardware used in hardware-in-the-loop test.
Generative programming instead leaves only the relevant code fragments and results in better performingmodels therefore.
However, the best concept to reduce the number of models in a library is hard to establish, if the benefit applies only to
new models and the number of existing models remains the same. Hence, it is very important tomigrate existing models to
the generative programming approach, to cut the number of variants.
This paper addresses these three problems:
• The diversity of simulation models and components is managed by a generative programming approach.
• The compatibility problem is addressedwith an extended componentmodel in Section 4 that leads to the extended library
concept in Section 5.
• The automatic migration of existing models to the library is explained in Section 6.
The combination of these points creates a novel holistic model-based testing [5] approach for embedded systems [6,7].
The following Sections 2 and 3 introduce the related work and the example domain of this approach.
2. Related work
2.1. Generative programming
Generative programming (GP) is a software engineering paradigm to create products from a software family automatically
by a generator. The generation process is intended to create highly customized and optimized products based on elementary
components according to a specification. These products can be software components or whole applications. Further
information about GP can be found in [8].
GP is often used to create code in high level languages, like C# or Java [9,10], or to generate graphical user interfaces
(GUI), which represent a higher level compared to simple code generation [11]. Beside other application areas, like business
process software, GP is used for embedded systems, too. For instance, Czarnecki et al. [12] describe the experiences with
GP in embedded domains such as automotive, space and aerospace. They generate code directly for electronic control units
(ECU) and other embedded systems.
MATLAB/Simulink is an often used tool for HIL testing of ECUs [1,2] due to its function block based graphical modeling
language and its support of model-driven generation of embedded code. A software product line approach to configure
Simulink models was developed in [13]. But the flexibility of this approach is limited, as Simulink models are not directly
created. Instead, MATLAB scripts are generated that patch a given reference Simulink model, which allows only to remove
or alter single existing components. This simplifies the configuration process, which was the approach’s aim, but it provides
not enough flexibility to create optimal models and to solve the library management or compatibility problem.
A generative programming approach for function block based models such as MATLAB/Simulink was presented
in previous works [14,15]. The paper additionally introduces an active library concept [16] that takes advantage of
interoperability definitions to address the compatibility problem. This approach is extended in this paper to a full holistic
model-driven test approach that takes advantage of the concepts to generate interoperable, optimized simulation models
and additionally supports the automatic migration from existing libraries.
3. Example domain
A brake systemmodel library is used as example in the paper for a better understanding. Themodel library was provided
by an industrial partner from automotive domain. The partner extensively uses HIL tests to improve and validate their
developed ECUs. Fig. 1 shows the hydraulic schema of the modeled brake system. The model varies in the input signal
simulating the brake pedal behavior, in the number of brake circuits (one or two) and brake cylinders (four, six, or eight), and
in the distribution of the cylinders over the break circuits.
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Fig. 1. Schema of a brake system.
4. Component model and extended ports
Generative Programming requires components to be formally described. A function-block-based component model is
used in this paper. According to the IEC 61499 and IEC 61804 [17] function blocks are encapsulated algorithms with input
and output data points used for communication as well as parameters complementing the configuration as shown in Fig. 2.
Data points are referred in this paper by the less abstract term port. These ports have predefined syntactic data types such as
integer, float or structured types basing on them. Ports are restricted to be connected only to ports of the same data
type to ensure compatibility.
This component model is quite generic and applicable to MATLAB/Simulink models. However, using only syntactic data
types provokes several compatibility issues, especially if components are connected that were created by different design
groups. For example, one group designs themodel for the brake system and decides to output the braking force. Another
group implements the tiremodel and defines a negativeacceleration as input. Simulink permits to connect thesemodels
without noticing the incompatibility as both use a double data type.
To reduce compatibility issues, it is necessary to evaluate the compatibility of models more in detail. But this requires
semantic information that is usually only available informally in the documentation. To model the compatibility between
components, so-called complementary port pairs are introduced that allow to predefine two extended ports as compatible.
Extended ports are enhanced interfaces that encapsulate single input and output ports with advanced signal processing
functionality like alarm thresholds or signal limiters. This decomposition of components was introduced in [14].
Each model is hierarchically decomposed into subsystems, extended ports, and subparts. Subparts are atomic
implementations of simple functionalities like signal sampling, moving-average filter or control algorithms. Subsystems are
composed of subparts or subsystems again.
In the example mentioned above, the brake system decomposes to the subsystems pedal, feed flow, drain
flow, reservoir, and brake cylinders. The braking force output is defined as extended port, while the tire model
has an acceleration input as extended port. To assure a compatible connection, two participating extended ports have
to be predefined as complementary port pair. For instance, the tire model and the brake system model in Fig. 3(a) are
incompatible, but if the tire model is completed to a wheel model with a braking force input, the models in Fig. 3(b) will be
compatible.
The concept of complementary port pairs is not limited to the same physical value type, like force or pressure. The
semantic information can further include ranges of values and extended functionality like alarms, too. For example, a
pair describes the transmission of a braking-force signal between 30 and 3000N, sampled with 100Hz, and creating an
alarm above 2800N. If these extended ports are reused in other components, the compatibility definition covers also these
implemented and even new developed components.
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Fig. 2. Structure of a basic component.
(a) Non-complementary port pair. (b) Complementary port pair.
Fig. 3. Example of port pairs.
5. Extended active library
5.1. Active elements
Asmentioned in the introduction, a simple component library cannot solve the software reuse problem. The active library
of generative programming is suitable for software reuse, but lacks compatibility evaluation. Therefore the active library
is extended by complementary port pairs to an extended active library. This library contains all elements described in the
componentmodel: The subparts, the extended ports and the structure of components aswell as subsystems. These elements
are specified in an implementation component configuration language (ICCL [8]), which is in our case noted in XML [18].
Because components and subsystems are composed of subparts and other components, both structural elements are
abstracted to so-called active elements in the library. These active elements define the construction plans for the items and
can contain other active elements and subparts. Hence, they represent the hierarchy of the domain: Active elements are
systems at the highest level and detail from subsystems to subparts on the basic level. Extended ports and complementary port
pairs are treated as special active elements. An example will illustrate the different types:
Fig. 4 shows the active element Brakesystem representing a system. This is a simplified version of the brake system
model introduced in Section 3. An active element of the type system is defined as a closed group of other active elements,
which are connected to implement certain functions. If the group offers an external interface, it will be called subsystem, like
the active element Distribution. The content of this element is visible in Fig. 4 and contains other active elements and
two subparts, the sum blocks. The other active elements Pedal, Feed flow and Drain flow are also subsystems. They
contain no other active elements, except for the special extended ports. Extended ports can contain subparts to implement
certain interface functionality, like signal limitation, and are active elements therefore. Extended ports are often contained
in complementary port pairs. The example uses two complementary port pair types: p for a hydraulic pressure and Q for a
flow. The types are indicated on the connection.
The second brake circuit in the example is optional. Each break circuit consists of one Feed flow and one Drain flow
component and the shared Distribution subsystem, which contains the brake cylinders (the four active elements inside
the subsystem). These variants are expressed in an ICCL as introduced in the next section.
5.2. Component specification
Our ICCL uses configuration parameters to differentiate the variants of a system. There are two types of configuration
parameters: Structure parameters change the structure of the active element, which can affect the inner composition and
interfaces. By contrast, behavior parameters change only the function, like filter parameters or other constants. Active
elements are described by (1) structure and behavior parameters, (2) the external interfaces, i.e., the input and output ports, (3)
the list of contained subparts and active elementswith their parameter settings, and (4) the connections among the elements.
This information is independent of the target system the active elements are created for. Hence, with a new generator and
some additional information, like library paths of the subparts, the described active elements can be instantiated in each
function-block-based modeling language.
The instantiation of interfaces, parts, and connections can be varied by the structure parameters. Listing 1 shows the
sample code of the ICCL definition for the active element Brakesystem. In the structparameterlist section the
structure parameterc is declared,which defines the number of brake circuits (one or two). This structure parameter changes
the appearance of the system as defined in the specific elements. The interface section is empty because a system has no
interface.
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Fig. 4. The active element brakesystem.
<defineactiveelement type="System" name="Brakesystem">
<structparameterlist>
<parameter name="c" default="2"min="1"max="2"/>
</structparameterlist>
<interface/>
<parts>
<activeelement type="Pedal" name="Pedal"/>
<activeelement type="FeedFlow" name="FeedFlow1"/>
<activeelement type="FeedFlow" name="FeedFlow2" cond="c==2"/>
...
<activeelement type="Distribution" name="Distribution">
<setparameter name="bc" value="c"/>
</activeelement>
</parts>
<connections>
<connect out="Pedal.Out" in="FeedFlow1.In2"/>
<connect out="Pedal.Out" in="FeedFlow2.In2 cond="c==2"/>
...
</connections>
<dsl>
<edit description="Number of brake circuits" parameter="c" default="2"/>
</dsl>
</defineactiveelement>
Listing 1. Example of an active-element specification.
The subparts and active elements contained in the specified element are defined in the parts section. For example, the
active element FeedFlow2 depends on the previously declared parameter c. This element will be instantiated only, if the
condition is fulfilled. This will be the case, if the system is configured for two brake circuits (c = 2). The active element
Distribution will be created in any case, but it has to be configured to consider the number of brake circuits. Hence, its
parameter bc is set to c. In this way, subordinated parts are automatically configured by the system.
The connections section contains all connections among the defined parts. In the example, there are two connections
between the Pedal element and the two FeedFlow elements, whereas the second connection is conditioned.
The last section contains information for the dynamic creation of the DSL GUI. Inmany cases the domain-specific language
(DSL), which is used to specify the requirements of the system to generate [8], is a text-based language. Our approach uses
a GUI for that purpose, whose content is generated based on the given information. In the example, an edit field is used to
set the parameter c.
The formal description of the active elements and the used subparts form the extended active library. According to
the construction plan specified in the ICCL, the generator instantiates the configured active element by assembling the
contained active elements and subparts according to the parameter setting. Thereby, the contained active elements are
created recursively, i.e., the generator recalls itself to generate the contained elements until the subparts are reached, which
are copied directly from a subpart library. After all contained active elements were created, the generator connects them.
6. Component migration
6.1. The necessity of migration
The implementation of software product lines in daily use is primarily an organizational process. Many case studies deal
with the process of creating a new software product line andmigrating existing knowledge. Inmost cases all components are
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Fig. 5.Managing of models using model analyzer and generator.
developed completely newwith the approaches introduced in the previous sections. For example, Svahnberg and Mattsson
described in [19] the migration of a hardware-centric product line to a software product line, which was newly developed
reusing system knowledge.
However, in the real worldmany components already exist and it is not reasonable to discard them for a new engineering
paradigm. Hence, existing components and their variants need to be integrated. But doing this manually is time-consuming
and outweighs the time saving benefits of generative programming.
To accelerate the migration process, existing software components need to be integrated automatically. For example
Yoshimura et al. [20] merge existing code of embedded systems automatically to reusable components. One class of
further approaches to support the creation of software product lines from existing code is feature refactoring, which is the
decomposition of programs to features. Liu et al. [21] support the user with tools that allow him to annotate the lines of
code that realize a feature. Based on these annotations the existing code is refactored automatically to base classes and
feature dependent refinements. Trujillo et al. [22] instead use a trial-and-error approach to identify needed modules for
given features. In the described case study, a feature is a subset of tools of a tool suite and the module combinations, which
are needed to compile the tool set, are evaluated by simply trying the compiling and run regression tests. In both cases
the features themselves have to be defined manually and the according code pieces have to be assigned to them, but there
is no support to identify the features. In [23] Kästner et al. derive the features from #ifdef-style preprocessor directives,
but this kind of information is missing in our case. Additionally, all of the discussed approaches work on code level and
are not applicable to simulation models. Nevertheless, the basic concept of merging existing models to new components is
transferable.
Fig. 5 illustrates the inclusion of the automatic migration in thewhole design process. Existingmodels are taken from the
old component library (a simple set of components andmodel blocks)which are analyzed andmigrated by amodel analyzer.
The migration is a transformation of models to active elements and can therefore also be used to simplify the design of new
components. The domain engineer can stick to his favored software modeling tool like Simulink and can simply convert any
created model to an active element without the need to describe it manually.
The active elements are added to the active library, where it can be used by the generator in the next project. Because
the conversion between models and active elements is possible in both directions, the active library can be actually hidden
from the domain and application engineers.
To automate themigration of an existing component library themodel analyzer has to accomplish two consecutive stages:
The first step is to identify potential component variants. This requires to search and compare all existing models and
identify similar subsystems, which are candidates for active elements. In the second step, the component variants need to
be described automatically in the ICCL. Therefore, the commonalities and differences of the variants need to be identified and
combined to one active element.
6.2. Identification of potential component variants
6.2.1. State of the art
The identification of potential component variants is a complex task, because the similarity of existingmodels needs to be
evaluated. SiDiff is one approach for Matlab/Simulink [24,25]. It originates from comparing UML models in XMI format [24,
26], wheremany graph patternmatching approaches are discussed [27,28]. Due to this origin of SiDiff, the Simulinkmodel is
converted to an XML representation. Then, a hierarchical typed graph representation is created from the XMLmodel. With a
bottom-up algorithm SiDiff first compares elements pairwise of the same level and then evaluates their similarity top-down
[24]. However, the creation of the XML representation of the Simulink model has a critical influence on the performance
and quality of the similarity evaluation [25].
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(a) Tube model M1. (b) Tube model M2.
Fig. 6. Example component variants of a tube model.
Therefore, we developed an approach, which is specialized in the Simulink typical structure with dedicated input and
output ports and also benefits from our active-element design. Each existing model can be treated as a set of hierarchical
subsystems and the task is to compare those subsystems and find similar ones. This requires an appropriate similarity
measurement. This measurement is described in this section.
The subproblem of matching components among models is similar to the schema-matching problem. Instead of
comparing components, format entities are matched. This is needed when information in different formats has to be
merged and formal format descriptions exist. Schema-matching approaches are used already for XML [29], databases [30],
ontologies [31], andmodels [32]. However, function-block-based designs require specific criteria and algorithms to compute
the matching of model elements that also consider interoperability and connections of function blocks. These criteria are
introduced in the next subsection.
6.2.2. Similarity criteria and calculation
Fig. 6 shows an example tube model used to illustrate the similarity evaluation. The models are similar and differ only
in the number of flow input ports (Qx) as well as in the pressure input port (p1), which is added to the result of the volume
component. The Volume component, which exists in both components, is a subsystem. Both subsystems are identical, but
this has to be verified by the comparison algorithm first.
The similarity evaluation algorithm has to inspect the content of each model and identify equal and varying parts. In the
idealistic case equal components have identical properties and share the same type, name, and parameters. All components
which differ in at least one property are non-equal components. However, this idealistic case is not of practical use, because
the common renaming of components and parameter adjustments will make most components non-equal. Both models in
Fig. 6 would share only the volume block and the interfaces Q1, Q2, and pP. The obvious similarity of Sum1 and Sum0would
not be detected. Therefore, the components have to be evaluated for similarity, too.
The similarity of a component pair (c1, c2) is defined by a similarity value SE[c1, c2] that ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. Similar
components with identical properties have a value of 1.0. Each varying property decreases the value until components with
no properties in common get a value of 0.0. Each of the criteria is a part of aweighted sum, so their relevance can be specified
using weight factors. The following criteria have to be considered for Matlab/Simulink models:
• Type: The type is an exclusion criterion in this approach. If the types of the compared components are not the same, their
semantically difference is usually too large to be similar. This makes a further evaluation unnecessary and dramatically
reduces the number of comparisons. As the type is always equal, it adds no value to the similarity.
• Name: The names of the components are usually similar among variants with the same origin. Changes can be in indexes,
like renaming Sum1 to Sum0, or some kind of other information, like directions (brake_fl, brake_bl, brake_fr, and
brake_br). The name similarity L(c1, c2) ismeasured by the Levenshtein distance [33]. Since similar names do not imply
similar meaning, the name criterion is weighted relatively low.
• Structural parameters: Structural parameters change the structure of an element, like the number of input ports of the
Simulink block Sum. They usually strongly influence the semantic of a component as well as its interaction and are very
important therefore. The percentage P(c1, c2) of identical structural parameters is used for similarity evaluation.• Behavioral parameters: Behavioral parameters change the configuration of a component without any structural influence.
The volume block has for example a parameter to define the volume. The similarity evaluation uses the percentage
B(c1, c2) of identical behavioral parameters.• Content similarity: If the compared components in turn are subsystems instead of basic components, the content similarity
will be more relevant for their similarity than their name or parameters. In this case both components are compared
recursively and the model similarity of the contained subsystems SM(c1, c2) (see Section 6.2.3) will be used.
All the above listed criteria are local criteria and consider only properties of the component itself. However, the
environment of components is very important to consider the semantic and structure of the design. Examining the structure
of both models in Fig. 6 makes it obvious that block Sum1 in M1 has to be correctly mapped on block Sum0 in M2, because of
the connections to the inputs Q1, Q2 and the subsystem Volume. Therefore, in this approach following neighborhood criteria
are used additionally and describe the weighted sum N(c1, c2):
• Distance: Adding and removing components will change the distance between components and their neighbors. This
issue is expressed by the distance similarity DS, which process the distance change. Changes of distances of more distant
neighbors are weighted less than those of direct neighbors.
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• Connected ports: It is not only important which neighbors are connected to the component, but also on which ports
they are connected. Since each port can have its own meaning, changes in the connections have to be considered. The
commutative ports of the sum operation are only an exception. The port similarity PS evaluates these changes in the
port assignment. It compares only the source and destination ports of the shortest path between the compared nodes
and mapped neighbors, because any changes of the path are evaluated separately by the distance similarity or the port
similarity of the intermediate components.
• Graphical direction: Sometimes, using only structural information for the comparison produces ambiguous results. For
example, when several identical components are connected to one port using a one-to-many connection. In this case,
the graphical position of the components, which is contained in the Simulink model, can be used as a hint. Therefore, the
angles of the direction vectors to the neighbors are compared and result in the direction similarity AS. Since this criterion
is only a hint, it is weighted less than the other neighborhood criteria.
In the ideal case, computing these neighborhood criteria requires the mapping of the neighbors. So these neighbors have
to be compared already using the local and the neighbor criteria, which creates cyclic dependencies. This dilemma is solved
by using only the local similarity of the neighbor, which was calculated before. As the term neighbor tells, only the nearer
components will be considered. This reduces the complexity of calculation by decreasing the combinatorial explosion. Fig. 7
shows the pseudo-code algorithm to calculate the similarity of a pair of subsystems.
(1) global D1, D2;
(2) procedure calculateSimilarity(graph1, graph2) begin
(3) calculate shortest path matrix D1 for graph1 and D2 for graph2;
(4) for each component c1 in graph1
(5) for each component c2 in graph2 with type(c1) = type(c2)
(6) LS[c1, c2] := wLL(c1, c2)+ wPP(c1, c2)+ wBB(c1, c2)+ wSMSM(c1, c2);
(7) CS=computePairSimilarity(LS);
(8) truncate(CS, Sthreshold);
(9) sort(CS, descending);
(10) createBestMappings(CS, ∅, bestMapsCS);
(11) returnm from bestMapsCSwith highest value;
(12) end
(13) procedure computePairSimilarity(LS) begin
(14) for each mapping (c1<->c2) in LS begin
(15) for each mapping (nb1<->nb2) in LSwhere D1[c1, nb1] ≤ 3 and D2[c2, nb2] ≤ 3 begin
(16) NS[i++] = wDSDS(c1, c2, nb1, nb2)+ wPSPS(c1, c2, nb1, nb2)+
wASAS(c1, c2, nb1, nb2)+ wLSLS[nb1, nb2];
(17) end
(18) N[c1, c2] := mean(NS);
(19) CS[c1, c2] := wLSLS[c1, c2] + wNN[c1, c2];
(20) end
(21) return CS;
(22) end
(23) procedure createBestMappings(CS, uniqueMap, bestMapsCS) begin
(24) for each best mapping (c1<->c2) in CSwhere CS[c1, c2] < Sthreshold(type) begin
(25) uniqueMap∗ := uniqueMap ∪ {c1<->c2};
(26) CS∗ := CS \ {e1<->e2 : e1<->e2 ∈ CS ∧ (e1 = c1 ∨ e2 == c2)};
(27) createBestMapping(CS∗ , uniqueMap∗ , bestMapsCS);
(28) end
(29) if CS is empty begin
(30) recompute CS := computePairSimilarity(uniqueMap);
(31) bestMapsCS[uniqueMap] := mean(CS) (Nmapped/Nall);
(32) end
(33) end
Fig. 7. Similarity calculation algorithm.
To identify the nearest neighbors, the Simulink model is transformed into a directed graph representation. This is done
using a parser, which reads the model files. In this representation, components and also their interface ports are nodes.
Connections between components and the assignment of interface ports to components are represented as the edges.
The weight of the edges specifies the distance. The edges representing the connections have a distance of one, and those
representing the port-to-component assignments have a distance of zero. These representations are passed pairwise to
the computePairSimilarity function, which should return the best mapping between these two graphs. By the use of
this distance convention, a Floyd–Warshall shortest path algorithm [34] is used to calculate the real distances among the
component nodes in line 3. This operation has to be done only once per subsystem. The result is reused in later comparisons
of the current subsystem with other subsystems.
First, the local similarity is computed, which is later used in the neighborhood evaluation. The computation of the local
similarity is only necessary for components of the same type, since this is an exclusion criterion. The local similarity LS(c1, c2)
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Table 1
Impact of the combination reduction to the calculation
time for an example.
Sthreshold No. of combinations Calculation time
0.333 22 · 1015 2 · 106 a
0.500 420 · 109 37 a
0.667 16,384 45 s
of each component pair of the same type is calculated in line 6 via the weighted sum of the similarities of name, parameters
and content. If no subcomponents exist, the weight of the content similarity will be set to zero and the other weights are
increased proportionately.
After the computing of the local similarities, all possible mappings of components of the same type are listed in LS. For
each mapping, the neighborhood within a maximum distance of three nodes (distance from Q1 to Sum1 in M2) is compared
by computePairSimilarity in line 7. During this comparison, each neighbor of the first graph is mapped to a neighbor
of the same type in the second graph. For example, if the algorithm compares Q1 in M1 with Q1 in M2, then the neighbor
mappingswill be Sum1<->Sum0, Sum1<->Sum1, Volume<->Volume and pP<->pP. After that, eachmapping of neighbors
is evaluated by its similarity. This evaluation considers the local similarity of the neighbor mapping as well as the three
criteria specified above. Using the mean operation, all these single neighbor similarities are condensed to one neighbor
similarity (lines 15–18), which is combined with the local similarity LS(c1, c2) to the component similarity CS(c1, c2).
The similarities of component pairs CS rate the mappings among the respective components considering all criteria. For
example, the mapping Q1<->Q1 has a higher similarity CS(Q1, Q1) = 0.88 than Q1<->Q2 (0.68), because the name and
graphical direction criteria weights higher then the port similarity in this case. The mapping of Sum1 is more ambiguous
with CS(Sum1, Sum0) = 0.76 and CS(Sum1, Sum1) = 0.63.
6.2.3. Finding the best mapping
The next step is to get the best mapping among all the compared components of the two graphs. In this small example,
there are 316 combinations to map the components. In larger models the number of combination will grow fast to millions.
To avoid evaluating all combinations, a heuristic approach is used. It assumes that the best mapping consists of component
pairs with the highest similarity. The first reduction of combinations is done right after the calculation of CS(c1, c2):
All mappings with a similarity lower than a fixed threshold Sthreshold are truncated. This removes the most implausible
mappings. In the case of completely different subsystems, the truncation will remove all mappings, which results in an
early termination. The remaining component similarities will be sorted, so it can be started with the best component pair
in CS that has the highest similarity value and add this mapping pair to the unique mapping (line 24 and 25). Then, all
component pairs in CS, which use the already mapped components, are removed (line 26). The approach is repeated with
the remaining component pairs in CS until all component pairs are used up and a complete unique mapping has been found
(line 29).
However, it cannot be guaranteed that this approach finds the best unique mapping first. Thus, the same approach is
repeated for the next best mappings until a type specific threshold is reached. This threshold is calculated based on the
existing similarity values of the component mappings with the same type. This removes the most implausible mappings
within one type (line 24). To consider the uniquemapping in the neighborhood computation, the component pair similarity
is recomputed in line 30. Therefore only thosemappings are left in the local similaritymatrix LS, which are used in the created
fixed mapping. The neighborhood similarity will consider only these fixed mappings and no other alternative mappings. All
unmapped components have to be considered as added or exchanged components. The ratio of mapped components to all
components is a factor in the mean similarity of the mapped component pairs (line 31) to prevent a high similarity, when
only parts of the subsystems are similar.
To illustrate the reduction of mapping combinations, Table 1 shows the number of combinations that need to be
calculated basing on different thresholds. The numbers are produced by the comparison of two subsystems, which contains
each 120 components (containing subsystems count as one component). It is obvious that such large models cannot be
compared without reducing the combinations. Small models instead produce only a few combinations, so their calculation
time is only some milliseconds.
The best unique mapping has the highest mean similarity of the mapped component pairs. This best mapping defines
the final mapping and the similarity of subsystem pair SM(graph1, graph2). In the example, the best mapping is Q1<->Q1,
Q2<->Q2, Q3<->p1, Sum1<->Sum0, Volume<->Volume, pP<->pPwith a component pair similarity of 0.78.
6.2.4. Clustering models
Comparing all models to each other results in a similarity matrix containing pairwise similarity values. To identify which
models are potential variants, they are clustered.
In clustering analysis objects, in this case the compared subsystems, are grouped according to a specific distancemeasure.
For this approach the similarity matrix is used as distance: The higher the similarity the lower the distance. Based on that,
the distance d can be calculated from the similarity swith d = 1− swhereas 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.
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(a) 1in tube. (b) 2in tube. (c) 3in tube.
Fig. 8. Variants of the variation point ‘Number of flow inputs’.
(a) 1in tube. (b) 1/1in tube.
Fig. 9. Variants of the variation point ‘Existence of additional pressure input’.
A suitable clustering method is the single-linkage or nearest-neighbor clustering [35]. This is an agglomerative clustering
method, which means that the single subsystems are clustered step by step to growing clusters. In the literature the so-
called chaining phenomenon is mentioned as a drawback of the single-linkage method. This drawback means that clusters
aremerged solely because twomembers are close together. This is actually an advantage for variant search. Usually variants,
especially those with a differing number of elements, have similarities, which form a chain. In this chain the first cluster
member is similar to the second, the second to the third and so on. But the first is less similar to the last one, but they are
variants of one component. In this way the chaining phenomenon helps to group suitable variants.
Agglomerative clustering stops usually when all objects are merged to one cluster. However, the best variant clustering
lies between the two extrema: one subsystem per cluster and all subsystem in one cluster. To find the best clustering, a
threshold for the distances among the clusters is used. As soon as this threshold is reached, the clustering is stopped. The
results are clusters with potential component variants. Because only structural aspects are used for similarity evaluation,
the created clusters do not have to meet the requirements of the migration engineer. Therefore, the clusters have to be
reviewed by the user, who defines which clusters are merged or stay divided. The clustering steps done before or thereafter
can support this process. After this, he also has to add information about the wanted variation points and names for the
variations, so that the application engineer can later identify and define the needed component variant.
6.3. Converting the variants to the ICCL
The ICCL description of an active element contains all information needed to generate their variants. Section 5.1 explained
that the generated variants depend on conditions containing structure parameters. The analyzer has to gather all possible
parts and connections, create the structure parameters, and formulate the appropriate conditions.
In the simplest case, only one structure parameter exists that enumerates the variants. But in many cases the component
has more than one point of variation and structure parameter. Figs. 8 and 9 introduce the variation points of a tube model.
This model is a part of the domain example and extends the tube model previously defined in Section 6.2. The volume block
V1 of the tube is equal in all variants. The input of this block is a volume flow QA, which is summed of up to three input flows
(QA1, QA2, QA3). This is the first variation point as shown in Fig. 8. The second variation point is an optional pressure input
port p1 that is added up to the result as done in Fig. 9. This can be for example a pressure feedback. The varying subparts of
the example are the sum blocks in front of and behind V1 that are omitted in the simplest case.
The conversion is done in two steps: In the first step, active elements are created for each variation point. In the example
it means that two active elements are created: one that varies the number of flow inputs by a parameter nQ and one that
varies the additional pressure input by a parameter p. In the second step, these two active elements aremerged to one active
element, which contains two structural parameters that can be set independently.
To convert a variation point to an active element in the first step, the single components are converted to lists of interfaces,
parts and connections as used in the active element description (see Section 5.1). Both lists of parts, the Simulink blocks, are
thenmapped to each other with the information created in the similarity analysis. This is the case for the block V1, the input
block QA1 and the output block pP. The remaining parts are conditioned, for example QA3 exists only in the third variant
and therefore the condition nQ==3 is formulated automatically. The same is done with the interfaces and connections.
Beside the blocks itself, their configurations are compared, too. The left sum block exist in the variants 2 and 3, and the
number of input ports needs to be adjusted with nQ. This results in the description shown in Listing 2. The plus signs in the
value attributes are the Simulink specific syntax of the input specification property of the sum block.
In the second step, the set of active elements is merged to one active element with a set of independent variation points.
The algorithm compares the lists of elements in the same way as during the creation of the single-variant active elements.
Only the recombination rules of the conditions are different.
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<subpart type="Sum" name="Sum1" cond="nQ>=2">
<setparameter name="i" value="++" cond="nQ==2"/>
<setparameter name="i" value="+++" cond="nQ==3"/>
</subpart>
Listing 2. Example of an automatically created subpart configuration.
Fig. 10. Excerpt of the cluster dendrogram of the brake system model.
However, the merging is not possible in every case. For example, if the volume block V1 of the example depends on
both nQ and p, the merging would fail due to a decision problem occurring later in the generator. The reason is that the
condition of the first active element with nQ evaluates to true, but the condition of the second active element with p decides
contrary. Then, the generator cannot decide whether the component should be created or not. It lacks semantic information
to combine both conditions (by AND, OR, etc.). This information has to be included in the condition by the model analyzer,
but it lacks the same knowledge. However, this case will not occur as long as variation points are independent. That is why
the current implementation requires independent variation points or manual merging by the domain engineer.
Currently, there is no automatic detection of different variation points in component variants. All differences per
component are expressed in one individual variation point. In this case, the tube model, which is shown in Figs. 8 and 9,
has only one variation point with six variants. To support more than one variation point per component, the corresponding
variants have to be processed in the way described above, i.e., the single variants have to be sorted manually to create the
two sets of Figs. 8 and 9, which contain only one variation point. First preliminary results show that clustering can be used
in this case as well. Therefore, the individual component similarities CS (see Section 6.2.2) can be used as they also point out
the region of differences, which can be condensed to variation points. This will be topic of further research.
As a last step the domain engineer is instructed to review the created active element and add additional information not
contained in the existing models, such as extended port types or DSL descriptions. In the current implementation, a set of
MATLAB functions is developed to adapt the created active elements accordingly.
7. Case studies
A case study was done with the complete brake system model. The model consists of 17 Simulink model files with a
total of 35 subsystems that are reused among the models. These subsystems are situated in library model files and the
concrete model files refer to these libraries. With a cluster threshold of 0.45 the clustering ends with 14 clusters, thereof
five clusters contain more than one subsystem. Each of these multi-element clusters contains components, which can be
treated as variants.
Fig. 10 shows the result of the clustering process of the tubes model, a part of the brake systemmodel, as a dendrogram.
A dendrogram shows the merging of the clusters as a binary tree. The leaf nodes of the tree represent the compared
subsystems as one-element clusters and the inner nodes themerging of the respective child nodes. In opposite to the classical
dendrogram, the inner nodes are not labeled with the cluster elements. Instead, these nodes are labeled with the distance
between the merged clusters. The distance grows from the leaves to the root, which means a decreasing similarity after
each merging. Each subtree defines the merging process of a cluster and a more or less similar set of component variants.
As shown in the dendrogram, the pairs 2in tube, 3in tube and 2/1in tube, 3/1in tube are merged first, which
meets the expectations. Next, 1/1in tube ismerged to the 2,3in tube cluster. This is semanticallywrong, as it should be
mergedwith the2,3/1in tube cluster. But structurally the similarity is larger in the first case, since all of these subsystems
contain one sum block. Then, the two existing clusters are merged to one, whereas the distance is only 0.03 higher than in
the previous merging. This small difference is the reason that 1/1in tube is not merged to the 2,3/1in tube cluster.
And last, the simple 1in tubewith no sum block is merged.
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A further case study was done with a collection of 49 model files containing varying models to simulate the energy
balance of a room in several detail levels. Since the models were created by copy-and-adapt, many subsystems can be
found as duplicates. Hence, the models contain 835 subsystems, which have to be compared pairwise. This results in
348,195 comparisons. The complete comparison and clustering process needs a computing time of about 10 minutes on a
single-core standard PC. The first clusters created during clustering are the identical subsystems. This results in 415 clusters,
each representing one different subsystem. The clustering then merges similar variants. The clustering shows good result
of 78 well distinguished clusters with a threshold distance of 0.45. Thereof 27 clusters contain only one subsystem and 51
contain more than one subsystem. Each of these clusters represents one component with its variants. However, this larger
case study also showed that using only one fixed threshold for all subtrees does not produce optimal results as in some cases
it would make sense to merge subsystems with identical semantical meaning but a larger structural difference. Therefore, it
is important that the user reviews all clusters and has the last decision. However, the tool provides him in general with good
suggestions. In most cases the optimal results can be found in the cluster tree with a varied threshold in each clustering
subtree.
8. Conclusion
The paper has introduced a generative programming approach to manage the diversity of simulation models based on
function-block-like components. Therefore, it reduces the number of models by combining variants in a generative model,
called active element. Further, it solves the compatibility problemby defining complementary port pairs. Themodel is stored
in an extended active library, whose structure was introduced.
In our implementation, the user can access the library and specify the DSL in his used way via the Matlab/Simulink
interface. Furthermore, the newly introduced migration approach permits the user to import existing models and to create
new generative models in the common way with Simulink. Our case studies have achieved a good performance and a good
quality of the similarity evaluation. Even if the heuristic approach cannot guarantee to find the bestmapping, no information
is lost in the merging of the active elements. In this case suboptimal mappings will result only in larger active element
descriptions.
The selected example domain of simulationmodels for in-the-loop tests of automotive embedded systems is particularly
suitable for generative programming as it is component oriented, has a high model diversity, and requires optimized model
realizations. The introduced concept is also applicable to any other domain that bases on function-block-oriented designs
with repeating patterns. This requires also that atomic elements with identical semantic functionality reference to the same
subpart either by reuse or mapping. The library of these essential subparts, such as the Simulink block library, ensures the
comparability among the designs. If also the used attribute similarity have to be applied, the componentswill need to provide
adequate attributes such as a name. Under these conditions the introduced approaches for model generation and migration
from existing libraries can be easily adapted to provide a holistic generative design approach not only for the demonstrated
model-driven testing, but also for other domains such as building automation.
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